
We Connect Great Tech Minds with the most Exciting Companies

CLIENTS CANDIDATES

5IVE TECH Clients Candidates Our Values Blog 

At 5iveTech, we operate in the tech recruitment space. We’re 

passionate about tech because we believe it’s going to change the 

world for the better. Helping the world’s best tech minds find exciting 

companies to work for is our opportunity to be a part of it.    

  

The other thing we’re passionate about is the way we do business. In 

such a fast-moving environment, a lot of people are focusing on short-

term gains. That’s not our style. We believe in making valuable, long-

lasting connections between candidates and companies. Every 

success reflects well on our business, so it’s a win-win situation. 

Whether you’re a candidate looking for the perfect job, or a company 

looking for the greatest tech minds, we’ll make it happen.    

 

Picture of Sam 

always up-to-date, always available, giving really good options, negotiating the best 

deals very helpful in general. I’ve dealt with a lot of recruitment specialists, but they 

have been the easiest and friendliest to work with. They’ve helped me a lot, keeping 

Ripan Kumar - Lead Backend Developer (ROR) @ Raremark

Sam was the best recruiter we worked with. He listened to our needs and sent 

increasingly relevant candidates. We had very specific criteria and he was tireless in 

getting the right person. I recommend him for tech companies trying to find great 

developers in a challenging talent market!

Ella Mae Lewis - Director of Product & Founding Team @ Apolitical 

I recently worked with Sam during a few Ruby on Rails placements, and I would 

recommend him to anyone in the Ruby Space to do an honest and professional job.

Mark Rosella’s - Leading Development Projects - Dev Management

Tech Recruiters That Actually Care

Real talent is hard to find. Fortunately,  
we have a track record of finding it. 

With our knowledge and your skills,  
we can work together to find your dream job. 

Our Values 

We want you to know that we’re driven by some deeply held values. We’re not 

just in it for the money, we genuinely care about our clients and candidates. 

Treating everyone with respect and care. 

Our Specialities We are tech-recruitment specialists. Everyone at 5ive Tech has a speciality, and 

we work together to cover all areas in the tech industry. 

Giving detailed feedback on every 

application.

Keeping your interest as our main priority. 

Becoming a trusted advisor.

Never prioritising a commission over a 

relationship.

Our Clients & Candidates 

C-Suite 

Every ship needs a captain. We have successfully recruited 

CEO, CTO and other C-Suite candidates for multiple tech 

companies.  

 

Software Development  

Recruiting software developers means that you need to speak 

their language. Our technical knowledge of software 

development allows us to understand your requirements and 

ensure our candidates fit.   

 

Ruby on Rails  

Our software development speciality is Ruby on Rails. Our 

network of over 3500 Ruby developers in Europe is one of the 

biggest in the world.  

Data  

There is a big focus on modern companies interpreting data 

and identifying trends. We have a network of data 

administrators, data analysts and data scientists to help you do 

just that.  

 

Infrastructure & DevOps 

Infrastructure and DevOps make up a company’s ecosystem. 

We have placed full IT support departments for growing 

companies, as well as placing more technical roles like DevOps 

engineers and architects. 

 

Product Design  

Product designers are the middle-men between an idea and a 

product. They’re an integral part of creating the perfect tech 

product.   

You’re not looking to fill gaps.  
Let us connect you with hard-to-find talent that will move your business forward. 
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As a modern tech company, you’re looking for rare talent, with the right skillset, that fits into  

your office mentality. Without our help, that can be hard to find. We get to know candidates  

and only put them forward if we’re confident they’re perfect for your business. Since we  

started 5iveTech, we’ve been partnering with companies to hire at every level of their business. 

Whether you’re looking for the brightest young software developer or an experienced CTO,  

we can help you find them. 

Why Work With Us? 

We’re Driven by Our Values  

There’s a right way to do recruitment. We’re not 

looking for a quick commission, we want you to find 

the perfect candidates for your business.  

You’ll Find Who You’re Looking For  

Finding suitable candidates is a process. We’ll listen 

to what you want, ask questions, and provide you 

with plenty of candidate options.  

You Can Trust Our 100% Track Record  

Every project is equally important to us. We have a 

100% track record of delivering on every single 

recruitment project we’ve taken on.  

You’ll Get Regular and Helpful Updates 

Most clients want to be involved in every part of the 

recruitment process. We’ll keep you up-to-date with 

every position you are trying to fill.  

We Have Access to The Most Talented Candidates 

You’re hiring us because you need access to the best 

candidates. Our talent pool is full of the most talented and 

experienced professionals available.  

We’re Genuinely Inspired by Tech 

We believe that tech has the ability to change the 

world for the better. Finding you the right 

candidates is our chance to be a part of that.  

Sam was the best recruiter we worked with. He listened to our needs and sent 

increasingly relevant candidates. We had very specific criteria and he was tireless in 

getting the right person. I recommend him for tech companies trying to find great 

developers in a challenging talent market!

Ella Mae Lewis - Director of Product & Founding Team @ Apolitical 

I recently worked with Sam during a few Ruby on Rails placements, and I would 

recommend him to anyone in the Ruby Space to do an honest and professional job.

Mark Rosella’s - Leading Development Projects - Dev Management

Our Clients 

We’re always looking for talented candidates.  
We can connect you with the most exciting companies both in and out of the UK. 

5IVE TECH Home Clients Our Values Blog 

Every move you make is important to your career. Whether you’re just starting your  

career or simply looking for a more challenging opportunity, we can connect you with 

the right company. We have placed professionals from every part of the tech industry,  

from C-suite candidates, such as CEOs and CTOs, to hands-on roles like software  

developers, data scientists, and more. 

Why Work With Us? 

We Respect Your Schedule 

You are busy and we get that. That’s why we’ll 

never call you out of blue. Instead, we’ll schedule a 

call so that you’re not distracted from your work.   

Get Detailed Feedback on Every Application 

There’s competition for jobs in the tech industry.  

Securing your dream job often means learning  

how to improve your application.   

Get Regular and Helpful Updates 

Looking for a new job is an exciting time. We’ll keep 

you up-to-date with your application progress.  

Relationships with The Best Hiring Managers  

Sometimes you need your foot in the door to get the job 

you want. Our relationships with hiring managers can 

provide that.  

We’re Genuinely Inspired by Tech 

Our mission is to help talented tech professionals find  

start-ups, companies and products that motivate them. 

We’re Driven by Our Values  

We’re not just recruitment specialists. We’re also 

career advisors, tech experts, and people who 

genuinely care about your progress.  

Our Candidates 

It was a pleasure to work with 5IVE Tech. They’re always accessible and cheerful. 

They provide useful and relevant information about the role and company. Plus, they 

believe in you and support your projects when you’re almost about to give up. 

Roman V.B. - Full Stack Developer (ROR) - DevOps 

Sam recently helped me to find a new role in software development. He came up with 

multiple options which I really liked. The process has been very fast and smooth - I 

had interviews booked in a couple of days after our initial talk. 

Gediminas Z - Developer (ROR) 

Sam helped place me at Tusker and I couldn’t be happier here. He was really helpful, 

kind and assertive.  

Taylor Williams - Developer (ROR) 

Preparation for The Interview & Tests 

We’ll give you the best chance of securing the position 

with our expert advice. We’ve seen it all before and we 

can pass that knowledge on to you.  

Working relentlessly until your goals are 

achieved. 

We Can Hire Your Whole Team  

Think of us as a one-stop-shop for tech 

professionals. From the brightest young software 

engineers to experienced C-suite candidates, we 

have the capabilities to recruit your whole team.  

Get in touch

Schedule a call


